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Parliament* £130.4bn

Figures are based on 

budgeted position and may 

not reconcile directly with 

financial outturn

*This includes National 

Insurance Contribution 

funding not voted by 

Parliament. 

The total Departmental 

Expenditure Limit (DEL) 

amount is made up of 

Revenue DEL £125.9bn, 

Capital DEL £6.0bn (of 

which DHSC & System 

Administration is £2.9bn)

**CQC also receives 

income from NHS and 

other Providers not shown. 

Figure is indicative.

***Social Care Budget not 

outlined in DHSC 

accounts, but it is noted 

that an extra £3.6bn is 

provided in 2018-19 (the 

figure for 2017-18 was 

published). An additional 

£10bn for social care is 

provided between 2017/18 

and 2019/20.

Differences in the diagram 

are due to rounding

- - - Dashed lines represent 

flows of funding for which 

we have not been able to 

confirm the total amount
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Flow of funding in the health and care system



DHSC Group Spend/NHS Mandate funding – how it is used

The single largest spending category in the NHS budget is the NHS 

providers pay bill so containing workforce growth is important.

Despite the strategy to move more care to the community, the 

majority of NHS spend remains on treating people in hospital
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Source:  DHSC Annual Report and Accounts 2018 – 2019. Figure 16: Resource DEL – spending 

breakdown 
Source: 2018 – 2019 final accounts NHS Provider expenditure



Non-Mandate Funding/Revenue – how it is used

DHSC 
central 

spend, 249

Informatics, 
295

NHS, 194

ODA, 179

Prevention, 
218

Reciprocal 
healthcare, 

730

Redress, 
135

Social care, 
87

Vaccines, 
422

Workforce, 
129

DHSC Central Spending 
c£1.8bn (net)

Over 70% of the non-Mandate budget funds the future workforce of the NHS – specifically doctor and nurse recruitment – and public health 

through grants to Local Authorities.  The funding also includes the Arms Length Bodies which regulate and support the overall health system. 

The remainder funds a wide range of activities including reciprocal healthcare for UK residents when abroad, vaccinations, and prevention activities including 

nursery milk and school fruit and vegetables.

Nurse and 
Doctor training 

£4.4bn
42%

Pubic Health 
Grant £3.0bn

29%

Arms Length 
Bodies £0.5bn

5%

DHSC and ALB 
admin 0.7bn

7%

Central DH 
Spending 

£1.8bn
17%

Non-Mandate Spending 

c£9bn (net)

Funding for Arms Length Bodies to maintain their services, including:

NHS Blood & Transplant – harvesting/distributing blood and donated organs to 

NHS 

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) – ensuring controlled use 

of medicines and efficient pathways

Care Quality Commission (CQC) – maintaining the safety and quality of health and 

primary care

NHS Improvement – financial regulation and leadership for the NHS.

Statutory, legal and commercial commitments are associated 

with c.70% of the central DHSC RDEL expenditure.
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Capital: Application of Funding 2018-19
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Providers Land & 
Buildings £2.4bn

Providers IT & 
Software £0.7bn

Providers Plant, 
Transport & 

Equipment £1.0bn

Other IT £0.5bn

Other £1.1bn

Capital Grants 
£0.6bn

Source:  DHSC Annual Report and Accounts 2018 – 2019. 

Figure 17: Capital DEL – spending breakdown

2018-19 DHSC Gross Capital Expenditure 
by Type of Spending

NHS England 
£0.22bn

NHS Providers 
£3.93bn

DHSC & ALBs 
£0.68bn 

R&D 
£1.1bn

Net capital expenditure 

across 13 ALBs and 

centrally led investment 

in community, social 

care and supporting 

healthcare via Other 

Government 

Departments . 

NHS England led 

investment in primary care, 

community care and social 

care

Includes £2.9bn local 

capital expenditure 

undertaken at provider 

discretion.  

Central research 

and development 

scoring as capital 

expenditure from 

2016-17 onwards

DHSC

CDEL

£5.9bn 

2018-19 DHSC CDEL 
by Sector



On 29 September 2019 NHS capital investment to deliver the Health Infrastructure Plan (HIP) was announced:

• HIP1 – £2.7bn for 6 new hospital projects to be delivered in our first phase of major new hospitals. To be 

delivered 2020 - 2025

• HIP2 – £100m of seed funding to support for 21 major projects (across 34 hospital sites) to go to the next stage of 

developing their plans. To be delivered 2025 - 2030

This programme of investment in NHS infrastructure will be underpinned by reform of the underlying capital system. 

The new capital regime will provider a clearer set of capital controls and the right incentives for organisations to 

invest in their infrastructure, balanced alongside the need to ensure capital budgets are spent wisely in line with 

national and local priorities. 

Amongst other things, the proposals for the new regime include:

• Improved planning certainty over multiple years

• Further support for organisations to develop business cases, including allowing Trusts some access to early 

funding

• Streamlining the business case approvals process

• A stronger approach to project delivery, to ensure that funding is reaching the frontline as soon and efficiently as 

possible

Capital: Health Infrastructure Plan and future capital regime 
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The NHS LTP and the financial challenges it addresses

• The NHS Long Term Plan will transform patient care and make sure every penny of taxpayers’ money is spent wisely. Through year-

on-year improvements in efficiency and productivity, the NHS will continue to cut waste from the system, focusing on reducing 

unwarranted variation and bringing the right organisations together to make the best decisions about their local population.

• With the single biggest cash increase made in the organisation’s history, the NHS now has unprecedented certainty to plan for the 

next decade, ensuring that patients will be supported with world-class care at every stage of their life. 

Government set the NHS a 5 financial tests. The assumptions underpinning these must hold for the plan to be affordable and deliverable

Historic 

context

The 1.1% efficiency 

requirement is broadly in line 

with the long term trend*. 

Non-elective demand has grown 

year on year far higher than 

planned. Elective activity is not 

meeting demand.  

Existing incentives and rules for 

capital spend are sometimes in 

tension with our strategic aims. 

A number of successful 

programmes are address 

unwarranted variation but 

must be scaled.

The NHS usually balances each 

year in aggregate. But provider 

deficits have grown each year 

since 15/16. 

The Five 

Financial 

Tests

Test 1: The NHS (including 

providers) will return to 
financial balance

Test 2: The NHS will achieve 

cash-releasing productivity 

growth of at least 1.1% per 
year

Test 3: The NHS will reduce the 

growth in demand for care 

through better integration and 
prevention

Test 4: The NHS will reduce 

unjustified variation in 
performance

Test 5: The NHS will make 

better use of capital 

investment and its existing 
assets to drive transformation

Year on year reduction in 

deficit organisations. This has 

relevance for all tests. Trade-

offs between financial discipline 

& investment to drive 

transformation will be a 

challenge for systems. 19/20 is 

intended as a “transitional year” 

focused on financial recovery –

half of providers are expected to 

balance. 

Strategic 

and 

operational 

aims

A new approach is necessary 

to sustainably delivery 1.1% 

efficiency gains. Efficiency 

and productivity should not be 

a balancing item. It requires 

resourced and realistic plans to 

support delivery. It requires a 

renewed focus on workforce 

productivity. 

The NHS committed to holding 

emergency activity growth to 

2.7% and maintain elective 

activity growth at c.2.1%. The 

LTP must transform models of 

care and effectively manage 

demand whilst reducing waits. 

This is a critical part of achieving 

financial and operational 

sustainability. 

Over the next 5 years the 

NHS must focus on 

identifying existing good 

practice and industrialising 

this. The LPT is unclear on 

the level of ambition 

expected in terms of 

operational performance 

improvement. 

A new capital regime 

underpinned by a settlement 

that gives long term funding 

certainty. a Clearer set of 

capital controls and the right 

incentives for organisations and 

systems to invest in their 

infrastructure, with a overhauled 

approvals process.

A few examples 

of the 

interactions…



Manifesto commitments 
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Funding - £33.9bn p.a. extra 

funding by 23/24

Capital investment – 40 new 

hospitals over the next decade 

Workforce – 50,000 more nurses 

and 50m additional GP 

appointments

Technology – Continuation of 

direction set out in Long Term Plan 

SoS has 4 priorities. A strategic paper/document/publication will be produced for each of these within the first 100 days



Annual Report and Accounts
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• The DHSC Annual Report and Accounts (ARA) is the key public document, providing an 

overview of the resources for which the Department of Health & Social Care is responsible 

and how these have been deployed. 

• It is a statutory requirement for all Government Department’s to produce an ARA and lay 

before Parliament, before the summer parliamentary recess.

• With the continued Government backing of the NHS, there are increasing levels of scrutiny 

on how that money is deployed – the DHSC ARA provides one such vehicle for scrutiny.  

Others include:

• NAO reports e.g. financial sustainability in the NHS 

• Public Account Committee hearings e.g. Capital 

• Think Tanks 



2018-19 Headlines  
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• 2018-19 DHSC Annual Report & Accounts laid in Parliament 11 July 2019

• DHSC underspent its revenue DEL budget by £646 million - key point being the £34m non-

ringfence underspend

• Total Revenue underspend represents a 0.5% underspend against a £125.9 billion budget

1. Performance against Parliamentary and HM Treasury Control totals



2018-19 Performance Headlines  
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2. NHS provider deficit series 3. Commissioners – under/over spend series 

1. Net NHS Financial Balance 2016-17 to 2018-19 



2019-20 - What’s New?   
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Accounts Preparation

• Timescales remain broadly the same per the timetable published on gov.uk

• In accounting/audit terms, no new material risks introduced.

Preparation Considerations 

• Pension Contribution Treatment – need to account for cost and contributions towards 

uplift gross

• Modified Absorption – Confirmation of approach for transfers under the Asset Transfer 

Policy with NHS Property Services.

• Financial Recovery Fund – Introduction of some detail regarding FRF approach in 2019-

20 GAM

• Distraction of 2020-21 impacts and beyond; 2020-21 GAM Consultation, IFRS 16, IFRS 

17 and local audit landscape

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/department-of-health-annual-report-and-accounts-timetable


2020-21 and beyond Accounts Preparation  
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IFRS 16

• Significant levels of accounting and budgeting guidance and implementation tools have been 

provided by DHSC and NHSE&I over 2019-20 FY. This continues to evolve!

• Continue/ intensify work being undertaken to prepare for IFRS 16 regarding; embedding the 

organisational approach, determining necessary judgements and quantifying impact of IFRS 16 

• Entities have played instrumental role in developing budget estimates for HM Treasury request

• Ensuring completeness and material accuracy of forecasted expectations under IFRS 16 will 

remain a challenge.

IFRS 17 – effective date still under discussion 

• Impact could be significant – HM Treasury provided scoping paper in Summer 2019, where do 

and don’t entities clearly accept insurance risk from a policyholder?

• Further work entities will need to complete in understanding substance of arrangements being 

entered into, which follows the pattern for IFRS 9, 15 and 16 implementation.

Local Audit Landscape

• BEIS - Review of FRC, Quality and Effectiveness of Audit, CMA Audit Market Study  

• MHCLG - Review of Local Authority Financial Reporting and External Audit

• Local Audit - Some issues with appointment of auditors, DHSC monitoring developments

• NAO code of practice, update to be published early 2020
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Any questions?
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DHSC Key Accounts Contacts 
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• Jen Nichols – Deputy Director Accounts and Operations

• Richard Wood – Head of Consolidated Accounts

• Carolyn Gallagher – Section Head of Financial Consolidation

• Martin Donnelly-Thompson – Section Head of Financial Reporting and Systems

• Joanna Peters – Section Head of Agreement of Balances

• Steven Wareing – Section Head of Accounting Policy and Guidance

• Suzanne Ibbotson – Section Head of Finance Capability and DHSC Annual Report

• DHSC Consolidated Account inbox - ALB.Finance@dhsc.gov.uk

mailto:ALB.Finance@dhsc.gov.uk

